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Abstract

Background: Twitter is a social networking site. Users follow other users based on interactions and affiliations. Members’ cluster into social sub-networks due to
a shared-mutual view. The communication protocol on for twitter is called tweeting. A tweet consist of 140 characters that allow users to post messages onto
the site. A tweet stores behavioral information such as sentiment on topics. Sentiment analysis of tweets will identify the sentiment of social sub-networks.
Retweeting another user’s tweet suggest a high degree of agreement with a view. Re-tweeting help identify members of social sub-networks. Social networking
provides a new approach into behavioral surveillance of social sub-networks. The aim of this research is to investigate the feasibility of clustering and sentiment
analysis for behavioral surveillance. Methods: Clustering features with sentiment analysis assist in identifying large social groups who exhibit different views.
Views are categorized by positive and negative values. Views are validated with clustering along with running against the sentiment database. Per tweet, the
classifier from the set shows the greatest confidence. Findings and Conclusion: Sentiment analysis in combination with clustering shows improvement in result.

Introduction
Social networking sites provide a new
approach into behavioral surveillance
of social sub-networks. Re-tweeting
may help identify members of social
sub-networks. Members may cluster
into social sub-networks due to a
shared-mutual
view.
Sentiment
analysis of tweets may help identify
the sentiment of social sub-networks.
Apollo Is a tool designed to find
reliable real time information on social
media. Events are separated in to
smaller groups with a higher value of
content.

Methods

Data Collection: Enter ‘NFL’ into
Apollo to identify a large network
of 32 teams for our data. Enter
‘Dallas Cowboys’ to identify a
sub-network of members. Enter
‘Baltimore Ravens vs Chicago
Bears’ to identify a polarized
subnets . The Dallas Cowboy are
the non polarized subnets.
Data
Processing:
Preferred
sentiment analysis on each data
set. The term are extracted from
text. Label the sentiment of each
terms found in tweet text using a
scientifically accepted sentiment
database. Using the labeled
sentiment of tweet terms, train a
set of classifiers .Per tweet, the
classifier from the set that shows
the greatest accuracy is chosen as
sentiment classifier for tweet

Enter National Football League

Results
The NFL shows the Sentiment
of the larger network. It’s value
was at 78% positive sentiment.
The
nonpolarized
Dallas
Cowboys showed a 75%
positive
sentiment.
The
polarized Baltimore Ravens vs
Chicago Bears showed the
Baltimore Ravens with an 88%
positive sentiment and the
Chicago Bears with a 45%
positive sentiment

Sentiment of the NFL, Dallas
Cowboys and Baltimore Ravens
vs. Chicago Bears

Discussion & Conclusion
Sentiment after the Baltimore
Ravens vs. Chicago Bears games.
Non Polarized
Non-Polarized

Polarized

Preliminary findings shows that
sentiment
analysis
in
combination with clustering is
behavioral
feasible for

surveillance.
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